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(on the web at: www.dorkingquakers.org/index.php/newsletter) 
 

Editor:   Anne Brewer April 2022 

Printing and Distribution: Lesley Hunka and Tara Craig No. 566 

 

DIARY 
 

On Sundays – Meeting for Worship (10.30 to 11.30 am) blended meeting in Meeting House and on Zoom but 

Meeting not blended on 5th Sundays. 

On Wednesdays – Meeting for Worship (12.45 to 1.15 pm) in the Meeting House followed by lunch. 

Third Sunday 10.30 am Children’s Meeting on Zoom.                                                 or  

Second Sunday 6.30pm – Meeting for Worship at Leatherhead  
 

 

Mon 4 Apr 8.30 – 9.00 pm   Upholding prayer session – on Zoom if liked – link from Anne Brewer 
 

Fri 8 Apr 3.30 – 5.00 pm   Meditation and Spiritual Development. Zoom link from Romy. 
 

Sun 10 Apr 6.30 – 7.30 pm  Leatherhead Meeting for Worship  
 

Sun 17 Apr 10.30 am  Children’s Meeting on zoom 
 

Tues 26 Apr tbc   Scattering of ashes of Ray Coupe – see page 3 
 

Mon 2 May 8.30 – 9.00 pm  Upholding prayer session – on Zoom if liked – link from Anne Brewer 
 

 

MARCH/APRIL COLLECTION 
 

In March/April 2021 the Quaker charity Friends supported was Quaker Social Action and 

Friends might like to support them again this year. 
 

Ways to donate if wished: 

• Online at https://quakersocialaction.org.uk/qsa-appeal-practical 

• Bank transfer – email                                   or call 020 8983 5059  

• Post – send a cheque made payable to Quaker Social Action to Freepost QSA 

 

Wednesday Meeting lunch raises funds for local charities and in March 

supported the Patchworking Garden Project.  Here is something about this 

charity from their website https://patchworkinggardenproject.co.uk/. 

 

The Patchworking Garden Project was established in 2014 to bring positive 

change to people’s lives through the benefits of friendship and gardening. 

We operate in the stunning natural environment of a walled garden on the 

northern edge of Dorking with views to Box Hill.  Run entirely by volunteers we offer gardening, crafting 

and the opportunity to learn new skills in a safe and friendly space – or simply to sit and enjoy nature and 

the company of others. We especially welcome those with a need because of physical or mental health 

conditions, learning disabilities, dementia, isolation or bereavement. 
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THANK YOU 
 

The walls of a place of worship 

Are steeped in something. 

Bricks and mortar somehow absorb the spirit of generations of people who come together to worship and to care 

for each other. 

Sitting in the meeting house, I am joined by the feeling of those not present – Friends long gone, of ages past, and 

Friends from now, kept away by circumstance but still somehow together, all of whom are part of the fabric of 

our building, and of our community. 

And this is what I feel: 

Thank You 

Thank you to those who, over the years, have gathered together of Sunday and 

given the building its feel. 

And, in these peculiar times, thank you to those who are keeping the community 

alive today. 

Thank you to those who gather in the building still 

And thank you to those who forgo that special feeling to keep those who are there 

in person safe. 

Thank you to those who keep our building clean, and stocked, and warm, 

Thank you to those who keep it standing, and safe, and well-kept for the generations to come 

Thank you to those who have helped us navigate the rules, regulations and safety measures of a pandemic. 

Thank you to those who cannot gather in person but who come together nonetheless each week. 

Thank you to those who care about each other and look after each other. 

Thank you to those who listen, and try to understand, accepting that others may feel differently. 

Thank you to those who work hard to keep things going in these difficult times; 

Thank you to those who have served us so well when hearts have been filled with fear, uncertainty, anger, 

loneliness, frustration, 

Thank you to those who continue to deal in love, kindness, care and courage. 

Thank you to those who are guiding our children through these troubled times, and to those who stand ready 

with their support for the new generation. 

Thank you to our children and young people for showing us how to be courageous, caring, creative, despite the 

craziness. 

Thank you to those who are always looking for a way forward, despite the obstacles, 

And thank you to those who are quietly taking care of the here and now. 

You are people of the Light, with whom I choose to walk cheerfully, answering that of God in everyone when I 

can, and trying again when I fail. 

Thank you. 

(Contributed by a Dorking Friend) 
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A POEM FROM OUR CHILDREN’S MEETING 
 

At a recent children’s meeting they decided to write poems about feelings which must incorporate a selection of 

random words that they had chosen – ‘wormhole’ was one of them! Here is one of the resulting poems. 

 

EMOTION by Dorabella 

 

Kindness is a choice, 

A little, tiny voice. 

Inside your head that speaks out loud, 

Like a raindrop in a cloud. 

But silly words hurt like onions in your eye 

And start to make you very shy. 

 

Feeling sad, 

Is sometimes bad. 

Things of sorrow sting, 

Until you finally bring 

Your inner happiness... 

(A bit like metamorphosis). 

 

Crawl out of your safe wormhole into the sunshine. 

And pick a flower: one of mine? 

That bees pollinate every day, 

In their own special way. 

 

 

SCATTERING OF ASHES  

Tuesday April 26th 

 

Friends may remember Hilda and Ray Coupe who used to attend 

Meeting for Worship regularly on a Sunday for many years. To jog 

memories here is the entry about Hilda in our garden memorial book: 
 

Hamamelis planted March 2007 in memory of Hilda Coupe (30/07/1923 to 

18/05/2005) whose ashes were scattered in this area.  The bush was 

donated and planted by her husband, Ray Coupe.  Hilda became a member 

of the Meeting in 1985 and contributed much to its life from acting as Clerk 

to producing and painting the props for our Young Friends dramatic 

productions. 
 

Ray has now died, and the family would like to scatter his ashes to join 

those of Hilda. Unfortunately, as I have explained to the family, the 

Hamamelis died as they do not like alkaline soil and human ashes are very 

alkaline.  So, it has been agreed to plant forsythia, which is happy in 

alkaline soil, in the place instead.  The scattering and planting will take 

place on Tuesday 26th April, probably in the late morning/noon time.  I will be there to welcome them and I’m sure 

any other Friends who knew Hilda and Ray will be welcome – if you contact me nearer the day, I can give you the 

timing. 

Anne Brewer 

Hilda (on corner of bench) with Nancy 

Elias and Rachel Fardon at a Friendly 

Sharing Day August 2001 
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HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE GLOBAL SITUATION? 
 

I feel desperately sorry for everyone involved in and affected by the current global situation and really worried 

about the future of our planet.  There are so many aspects to the situation I find it hard to focus on anything in 

particular. 
 

However, there is an article in the Friend of 25 March on pages 10 to 11 which highlights one particular issue and I 

feel it deals with it very well.  It is a speech by Christopher Cocksworth, the bishop of Coventry, and is a powerful 

argument against nuclear weapons.  Here is an extract from the end of the speech for those who don’t have the 

Friend to read: 
 

‘We must pursue the total elimination of nuclear weapons … Ensuring ’non-proliferation’ is not good enough …. 

Coventry is a reminder to us all that peace does not merely exist, it must be made.  Let us commit to actively 

building peace after Ukraine, and to decisively tackle the nuclear weapons and doctrines which would stand in our 

way, once and for all.’ 
 

As someone who spent 20 years or so actively campaigning against all weapons but especially nuclear ones this 

spoke strongly to me.  As the Bishop points out, the current situation has made it clear that the doctrine of 

deterrence is not only immoral but extremely risky.  
 

I find it hard to keep positive facing the possibility of a nuclear interchange which would, scientists say, mean the 

end of life on earth and the rapidly deteriorating global environment due to pollution and the resulting impacts of 

climate change and the destruction of nature with species going extinct at an alarming rate. 
 

What can we do about it?  I was touched by the comment of a fellow Quaker in her email - There is so much 

suffering in the world at this time, one is at a loss - so I try prayer and kindness.  We all do what we can and I'm 

sure prayer or holding things in the 'light' helps too, channelling positive loving energy into the global mix of 

emotions. 

Anne Brewer 

 

A QUOTE TO PONDER 

 

Offered by Judy Johnson 


